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To nurture inquiring, knowledgeable and caring young lifelong learners who are  

engaged citizens of our world through intercultural understanding and respect.  

 Women are compassionate and caring to those whom they love. Their gentle touch brings comfort, calmness, and is always 
elegant in appearance. They are the backbones of men, supporting them to pursue their dreams and achieve success. Women 
are determined to strive for the best.  ~ Colin. 

 Women, an image of purity, ever polite, ever kind. Women, an outflow of a beautiful heart and ever sweet presence to be with.  
~ Jonathan. 

 Every man needs a woman when his life is a mess, because just like the game of chess-the queen protects the king. ~ Brendan  

 Women are the real architects of society, They are able to transform anything in  Diamond. "Elles donnent à l'obscurité l'espoir 
de la lumière"  ~ Alexis. 

 Women, ever forgiving and giving unconditional love.  We are forever indebted to our mothers, daughters and 
sisters, for without them, who would we be.? ~ Ravi. 

Choose to Challenge -Written by Zarith 

For decades women have brought creativity and critical services from home to the office, classroom, laboratory and 

boardroom. Yet, their contributions and achievements are often overlooked, unacknowledged or minimised. Some are 

less paid than men for the same amount of work and one in three women will experience gender-based violence in their 

lifetimes. Bearing in mind, in some countries, women do not have equal rights to land, education or economic opportuni-

ties. This year, 2021; women are celebrated with the theme ‘Choose to Challenge’.  

‘Challenge’; a word that reflects competitiveness. However, ‘challenge’ is also related closely to questioning the validity of 

a statement or situation. This year, women are dared to question and change to leave further imprints on gender equality 

which is ephemeral in certain countries. Women are often demanded to be modest, condescend, and to oblige to their 

counterparts without knowing their rights. In return, women are often oppressed in the workplaces, homes and education 

institutions. To make progress on a continuum, women should be educated and made aware of their rights. It is the wom-

en who must prepare themselves and challenge the ‘ancient-norm’ of what and how a woman should be. Empower each 

other, learn from one another and create a strong circle of support system because women are just as good as men. 

Quoting Hilary Clinton, “Women are the largest untapped reservoir of talent in the world.” A woman is one who can rock 

the cradle and shake the world. 

Wishing all the women a Happy Women’s International Day. 



P O E T R Y 
Poetry is a type of literature that conveys a thought, describes a scene or tells a story in a concentrated, rhythmic 

arrangement of words. To that, we teach our students that poetry is a way of thinking and feeling before it is a form of 

speech or writing. In our introduction to learning poetry, our Year 3 students were introduced to the different types of poems 

such as Limerick, Acrostic and Calligram. The outcome has amazed us, teachers, that we really wanted to share their poetic 

outcome with the entire VIS members. 

ACROSTIC POEMS 

     

LIMERICK POEMS 

    

 

CALLIGRAM POEMS 
 



Term 2 PE Project:  

Introduction to Physical Fitness and Exercise 

Plan — By, Mr. Colin 

Recently, the VIS students particularly students of Year 4 to Year 8 participated in class activities which 

focused on the Physical Fitness Components. They were introduced to the types of Health and Skill Related 

Fitness Components and Exercise Programming. The students were assigned into groups and required to 

present their understanding on exercise concepts and training methods using training logs. Besides that, 

students were also able to showcase their understanding using verbal cues and demonstration of exercise 

techniques through videos. 



Are we there yet?  

The answer is, 

No, we have “miles to go before we sleep”! 

Starting and working in a start-up wasn’t as easy as falling off a log, there were a thousand things to look at; we 

had to deal with location, admissions, inquiries, children, parents, vendors, constructions, teachers and of 

course admin. 

But I am an optimist. 

We have crossed a few milestones, have achieved a few applauds and we are on our way. I cannot complete 

this note without addressing the big elephant in the room- the novel Corona Virus. 

A year has passed since the very first COVID’19 lockdown was announced and slowly the world has become 

newfangled from all the complexity of life in every sector, be that economy, education manufacture or services. 

Though this crisis had tried its best to kill our spirits, it could just damage a little part of us and our energy. As 

humans we have seen worse in the history of civilization. 

Yes, we have a long way to go to make VIS standout amongst the group of International schools here 

and we are looking forward to emerging from an indelible crisis and kick-off with a brand-new start for 

our children in VIS. 

~~Unknown~~ 



Debate is one of the academic activities that allow students to express what they feel and it is an excellent way to develop their 

oral skills. The session was a kaleidoscope of opinions, thoughts, ideas and perspectives that certainly enhanced the knowledge 

and understanding of the topic ‘culling’ among students. The length and extent of the knowledge they gain from this is simply 

unprecedented. 

The great debaters of VIS… 

Economic Benefits: 

Selective killing generates money through tourism, particularly when it comes to wildlife. Many tourists are willing to pay thousands of dol-
lars to go on hunting expeditions aimed at culling animals. There are also economic benefits of culling domestic animals, especially in com-
mercial agriculture. For example, in dairy farming, culling is important because it helps determine the cows’ economic performance. 

“As opponents, we strongly believe that culling is cruel; these are our arguments in support of our statement.” 

(Aarna, Rinish, Varun, Dev Darshan, Tejesh Sam, Lakshitha, Bhavishya, Suraj, Aswadh) 

Ethical Concerns: 

The ethics of this practice is a major concern with regard to the benefits and disadvantages of slaughtering animals. Any contact with animals 
should always be humane. But most of the methods used when culling, cause pain and suffering to animals. 

This is evident in the poultry industry, where almost half of the chickens that hatch are usually male. However, males cannot lay eggs, nor can 

they be sold for meat due to their small size. This means they have to be culled. 

But the methods of culling chicks are inhumane. Some are suffocated in plastic bags, while others are electrocuted. Other farmers resort to 
crushing the chicks, a totally unethical practice. 

It May Lead to Increase of the Culled Species: 

There are situations where slaughtered species continue to increase because of selective slaughter. Thus, rather than being 
the solution, culling compounds the problem. 

The feral cats of Tasmania are a case in point. Wildlife biologists in Tasmania wanted to reduce the population of feral cats. They set up traps 
to catch and kill the cats. 

At first, things went well, and the population of feral cats started going down. However, after a while, new cats started appearing. As a result, 
the population of cats increased significantly. 

Culling Destroys Biodiversity by Harming Unrelated Species: 
Culling should be based on solid facts and a well-thought-out plan of action, but even in this case, unintended consequences can happen, affect-

ing biodiversity. 

In South America, for example, vampire bats are responsible for the transmission of the deadly rabies virus. Therefore, many governments 
started culling them. 

However, sometimes they do not distinguish between the different types of bats. As a result of many insectivorous bats, which help to reduce 
crop pests, have been killed in the process. 

DEBATE 
“You don’t win a debate by suppressing discussion;  you win it with a better argument” - Frank Sonnenberg 

What is culling? 

It is the reduction of wildlife population through selective slaughter. 

“We as the proposers strongly believe that culling is necessary. These are our reasons 
for our assertion.” 

(Pranav, Dhanush, Adora, Rayn, Krishvaa, Nitharsan, Rohan, Hruthvik, Shiyam) 

Culling keeps surviving animals healthy:  

As with natural predation, selective slaughter contributes to maintaining a healthy food 
chain. This is done by targeting and eliminating animals that are ill or have an undesira-
ble characteristic. This helps to strengthen the genetics of animals because only the most 
capable animals are allowed to survive. 

Eliminating Animals that Pose a Serious Threat to Human Activities: 

Certain animals pose or hinder serious threats to human activities, such as agriculture, 
recreation and even human settlement. In New Zealand, for example, after WWI, the 
emus had multiplied so fast that they were a danger to farmers. As a result, they were 
classified as pests, and the government initiated efforts to cull them. 



Saga Challenge    
Episode 2 

“I’ll never find out why…” 

I looked furtively around. I was coming to my senses slowly. Fear gripped my heart. I stared at my hands 
blankly. Something seemed to be missing. In a flash it hit me! The child! I had to save her.  

How did this happen?  

Why did it happen?  

Who caused it to happen?  

Is it going to risk my life?  

I didn’t have a single answer to all these complicated questions. The catastrophic thunderstorms and the 
mighty wind, whistled like a giant bird, gave me the courage to take the daring step. Whenever I remember the 
poor infant’s face, I wish I remember the person who took her away. That person! Yes, that person whom I last 
saw. That guy was my first and major suspect. 

First, I was worried about my car. It was a brand new one. How I could just leave my precious and priceless car! 
I thought of going to the police station to report about my car and the baby. I ran swiftly to the station and to 
report the incident. Before I could reach the police station, I felt something sticky on both my palms. My hands 
were covered in dried blood. If I proceeded to the police station, I might be detained for a crime I did not 
commit. At once my strides were halted.  

This blood!  

This blood might have been the infant’s. 

She might be at the nearest hospital.  

“But what if she isn’t there?” I murmured. “What will the cruel kidnapper do to her?” 

I took a turn and started on an endless journey onto the diverged road to look for the baby.  

The admission nurse at the counter seemed engrossed in her paperwork. When I approached her to inquire 
about the baby, without turning her gaze away from the piles of papers on her desk she replied gravely, “3rd 
floor, room 7.”  

I thanked her earnestly and made my way to claim the infant. Nervously, I entered the room.  

Gathering my courage, I opened the door... 

To be continued... 

By Kosaraju Laasya Sree (Year 7) 
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There sure was a lot of activities going on in the month of 

March.  Our government of Malaysia had declared that schools 

can be open on the 8th, but we declined and observed our on line 

classes.  It’s hard to believe that we have been on Movement 

Control Order for exactly a year on March 18th.   And then we 

celebrated women’s day. 

A close up of Devanshi, paying attention to what's going on.!  All 

our students showed exemplary teamwork and respect for the 

event. 

Below is a sample of the certificate of achievement presented to 

all the contestants.  

A week after that, we had our Student Led Conference (SLC).  

This allows the students to prepare and present their favorite 

subject, and what they have learnt in the process. 

Presentations by Year 7, ICT, Maths, GP. 


